SANTORINI

The Luxury Tale

Santorini Summer Season 2020

STROGGYLI* OR KALLISTE**
Whatever her name is, she remains the most charming volcano of the entire world.
Her “newer” semicircular form has been shaped through the centuries from the volcano’s activity, who’s last one was in 1950.
Stroggyli, the little islands New Kammeni and Old Kammeni, the underwater volcano Columbo and the Christian islands, are the nowadays cluster of islands.
Stroggyli, Thirasia and Aspronisi islands, are the remains of the volcano’s activity back in Minoan period of 1617 A.D.
The Caldera area & Athenios island’s port, offer the opportunity to travel back in time and try to capture this specific one moment,
those few seconds that changed the Islands image through an enormous power and hot temperatures.
Welcome to Santorini island.
Still the most beautiful one!
* Circle
**The most beautiful

Santorini’s deep history involves everything: explosions, uprisings, conquers, raids,sovereignty of different nationalities, evolutionary actions and of course rich political background.
Kalliste’s history is like a movie: something between historical literature with a hint of action and a taste of intrigue.
Through the years the locals always showed creation, inspiration and inventiveness. This is the only way they always confronted the facts that shaped their lives:
the geological phenomena, the economical growth & the island’s position into the Aegean Sea, that was bitten from the winds and the invasions at the same time.
The unique architecture and country planning configuration, the picturesque settlements with the characteristic Cycladic forms and the cobblestone paths,
the cave houses –“canaves” as they are called– the wineries, the industrial factories and the dark color of the stones and the mortar,
are only a few hints of the overall experience you are going to get during your stay in Santorini.
This island is an ideal place for those that love culture and architecture, arts and craft, history and romance. It’s an island dedicated to the grapes’ cultivation since its existence.
It’s an island that loves to taste and feel. It’s a place devoted to life and it’s about to delight all your senses.
From day to night Kalliste has plenty of experiences to offer: yacht cruises and walking tours to the volcano, underwater tours in wrecks and parts of Columbo,
art exhibitions and Biennale 2020, museum like caves and winery museums eight meters beneath earth’s surface, gastronomic choices of Cyclades in private terrace
above caldera or in private estates in Oia, endless wine tasting and local recipes that carry the memories of the past served under the sun that sets.
Welcome to Kalliste, the most beautiful of all!

POINTS OF CULTURAL INTEREST

TRADITIONAL SETTLEMENTS &VILLAGES

CALDERA:
FIRA • FIROSTEFANI • IMEROVIGLI
God’s Balconies
Caldera is the gulf that has been shaped from the earths’ corrosion
and its subsidence due to the volcano’s eruption.
Nowadays, is considered to be one of the most
magical places of the island, with astonishing view
to Thirasia and rest newly shaped islands.
Private dinners are organized to the wineries’ terraces,
designed from our excellent chef,
while Santorini wine etiquettes are proposed
from The Golden Butler’s sommelier.
Its considered to be the most popular location
for events and weddings.
Fira, Firostefani and Imerovigli are offered for long walks
on the old cobble streets, endless shopping in luxury brands’ stores
and of course long private guided tours among village’s treasures:
the internationally recognized blue dome οn the right,
belongs to the Virgin Mary of Saint Theodor, while
the “neighbor” Saint Nicolas the 17th century Orthodox monastery,
encloses the Catholic chapel in its core.
The Archaeological Museum of Akrotiri and
the Museum of Prehistoric Thira in Fira, the Frank’s mansions,
dated back to 16th century, the Folklore Museum and the
emblematic buildings constructed from the powerful families
of Santorini, declare the splendor and economical growth
of this Island, that maintains until today
all her traditional characteristics that make her unique.

There was a single entrance for the listed monument of Kasteli Tower
in Pyrgos traditional listed village: through a wooden door
which in its upper side hosted an opening,
so the inhabitants could through hot oil to the intruders.
The Monastery of Holy Trinity hosts a really exciting exhibition named
The Icons and Relics Collection while the Santorini’s Biennale
takes place in this exact village every year since 2012.

Messaria’s 17th c. Listed traditional settlement is one
of the most picturesque ones that Santorini hosts.
Wineries, private mansions and private buildings of trade
and of local business, made Messaria the main center
of Industrial growth for the island. The mansions are open for the public
and they host art exhibitions, nights with jazz or classic music.

Megalochori, Vothonas, Episkopi and Kamari
are the traditional gems close to Messaria protected village.
Among the cobbles toned narrow paths our specialized guides
will lead you to wineries, traditional cafes and taverns, galleries
and museums beneath the surface of the earth.

Oia’s listed traditional settlement with a breathtaking view,
it’s a scenery from the past of pure traditional architecture:
the main road separates the settlement to the upper Oia,
that once hosted the houses of the captains and the officials
and the lower Oia that hosted the crew’s cave houses.
A cosmopolitan place with galleries and exhibitions well organized
with famous artists, luxury brands for shopping
and wineries where private dinners are set up.

Oia Settlement (north)

Akrotiri settlement is well known from the ancient Akrotiri archaeological site,
that has been destroyed from the volcano’s eruption,
but it managed to be preserved like the Pompeii.
It’s an interesting traditional settlement with an amazing view,
hosting on its top end a Venetian castle dated back to the 13th century
and the La Ponda Tower which hosts a fabulous exhibition consisted
of the instruments that where found into the castle.
Jazz, classic, modern music nights take place all around the season,
offering private dinners under the moonlight.

The tours in the Akrotiri archaeological site
are given in private guided tours or in group.
Let us know what do you prefer and our licensed guides
will give you the most interesting tour!

Akrotiri Settlement (south)

Prehistoric Thira in Santorini, close to Emporion traditional settlement,
is a must see archaeological site,
of which importance and expanse are ignored unless its visited:
ancient agora, theaters, Dionysos’s temple, cemeteries,
are only some of the parts of this prehistoric village.
Our skilled guides after Thira, will lead you
to the amazing carved tombs
of the “snake” as they are called, in Exomytia cape.
Here is considered to be the underwater city
of Elefsina of Santorini,
which is visited with our professional diving team!

Emporion, an extraordinary traditional settlement
representing the economic center of the Island.
The Kastellis’ 13th century configuration, the Goulas’ Castle
of the 15th century & the colorful little houses into the fortified castle
to defend their existence with the view to Perissa Beach,
create a more than a dreamy place…
Nowadays the settlement occupies the top of the cliff consisting
an attractive little village with restorated charming houses
with jacuzzis and pools with panoramic view, traditional cafes
and well known restaurants or taverns with local recipes.

THE MUST SEE & LITTLE HINTS
The Golden Butler Private Tours enclose experts
of all specialties and a variety of activities
that combine culture, gastronomy, landscape activities and lots of wine!
Tailored made tours will be designed upon the combination of your preference,
combining the points of your interest and your palates’ appetite!
Here you area few hints to give you inspiration!

We are passionate with architecture so all our tours include a visit
to all the historical mansions of each village.
Whether they are private listed monuments or they operate as a cultural center
of the place, these buildings declare the long history of Santorini and her nobility.
When its time to propose to you a villa, a mansion or suite that we in The Golden Butler
have chosen carefully for you, you will be introduced to our crème de la crème portfolio,
which is consisted of renovated mansions, private estates and traditional suites
that combine design, services and amazing environmental private area.

We are capable of discovering and organizing:
awarded chefs and distinguished restaurants, wineries and private verandas
above caldera are only some of our partners.
These are the places where we use to make reservations
or to set up the event which you have trusted us.
Santorini is ideal for weddings and private dinning, as also for galas and parties.

The Golden Butler’s local insiders, choose all the odds, the particular and the unexpected
to design, to apply, to be involved with and of course to propose to its special guests.
All the places, corners and ideas proposed in the following pages
are under The Golden Butler’s team scouting, tested and of course inspired!

An amazing idea to create a Wine Museum eight meters
beneath earth’s surface, recounts the Santorini’s wine history
since 1660 up to 1970.
An old cave labyrinth extended in three hundred meters
of rich representation of the wine production with mobile models
and electronic guidance in fourteen languages!

It is a winery, a museum and a gallery, at the same time.
Greek & foreign artists exhibit in the cave section,
while wine tasting tour takes place in the vineyard, in the old winery
dated back to 1861 and of course to the modern section
of this pioneering winery.
Contemporary pieces of paintings & sculptures
will keep us company to this unique private tour.

A historical tomato factory has been transformed into
the Tomato Industrial Museum, which offers a unique experience to its visitors.
As tomato is the most famous product of Santorini,
the guests experience all the traditional methods
that are necessary for its production. Machinery exhibits, audiovisual material,
old tools, as also a visual art’s section hosting dance performances
and theatrical musicals are only some of the activities
that are organized every summer in to this amazing industrial building.

A symposium of music and mythology. La Ponda Venetian Castle
in Akrotiri Settlement used to host one of the most interesting musical
instruments’ exhibitions, consisted of all instruments that were found on the
excavation of the Castle. Nowadays, its has been transformed into a Bagpipe
exhibition, with workshops, Symposion’s private tours through performances,
fests and of course the exhibits. The big fest of 31/07 usually hosts dances
and fires also in the village’s main square.

An Ouzo Museum, a family business which has turned into a success,
today gives private tours into the distillery.
The guests can see the procedure of ouzo production, as also of tsikoudia.
Every one makes a stop at the lovely ouzo-cafe area
to taste the spirits of this local brand.

The gastronomy of each place has its own history and the recipes
declare the traditions of Santorini, who they are “showing off”
all the local products of which these unique tastes are consisted of.
For that reason, a traditional settlement (an ex-abandoned one),
now has been transformed into vival one:
visitors can spent an overnight into the settlement,
they can visit the Agricultural History Museum and of course,
last but not least, they have the opportunity to eat to one of the oldest
and greatest restaurants of Aegean Sea that has moved into this village.

An old mansion, rehabilitated that of course maintains
the exact same character since 17th century to its facades as also
to the decoration in the indoor areas, it’ s an amazing still “living” place
that manages to bring the guest back to centuries,
letting to get a slight taste of old Santorini.

To be in Santorini for any occasion and not to visit at least two wineries,
it’s a sacrilege:
Santorini island is the “holy place” of grapes.
The etiquettes, globally awarded, with origin names,
know exactly how to steal the impressions and remain prominent.
Santorini’s wines are one of a kind: Assystiko, Vinsanto, Nichteri and Athiri
are only some of the etiquettes that consist each wine tasting.
The Golden Butler’s selected wineries
are located in the most representative spots on Santorini:
always tasting must be combined with the rest of the senses, as vision for example!
Today, the 80% of the island is covered from vineyards
and it would be a shame not to take advantage of it.
Starting from Caldera located wineries,
the wine tasting is taking place in this amazing spot:
by gazing the most idyllic and popular place in Greece.
We will proceed to selected wineries located in different villages of Santorini,
to experience other environmental sceneries and different etiquettes.

Private tours start from the inside of the wineries
and the areas of process and production,
proceed to the museum and conference areas,
before end up to the verandas that offer 360o view.
The Golden Butler’s experienced chefs curate the menus
that are served with the etiquettes chosen, just to highlight the wines’ taste.
Elegance and balance will be the main qualities to come as thought,
by tasting these amazing flavors.

THE GOLDEN BUTLER’S SERVICES

PRIVATE DINNING & WINE TASTING
In private verandas, wineries & vineyards.
Reservation of the selected area upon request.
Presentation and Tasting of wine etiquettes
and menu’s origin and composition.

EVENT & WEDDING PLANNING*
Selection of winery and areas
Team of Event & Wedding Planning
Full service / Stuff / Supplies/ Decoration

PRIVATE AUCTIONS & GALAS*
Selection of winery and areas
Team of Event Planning / Curators / Artists’ Management
Full service / Stuff / Supplies / Decoration / Paperwork

*Ask for the Wedding & Events Planning,
Auctions & Private Dinning e-brochures.

YACHT CRUISES
The Golden Butler’s crafted Yacht Cruises*,
alone or in combination with other activities, will thrill you!
All day cruises, half day or sunset tours will give you the opportunity
to feel the Caldera’s vibes closer than you ever thought.
Make Santorini’s round tour, visit Thirasia island, Nea Kammeni and Old Kammeni.
Combine this yacht day with scuba diving, stop to amazing locations
for a private tour into unique museums and have a wine tasting.
You can also ask for a private lunch on board or on the beach
or just enjoy the sea.
In any case, this is what the vacations are for, correct?
In case of a private event, gala or auction,
please let us know as soon as possible to find the best vessel for this terrific idea!
Rates
from 230 euros / per person.

*Ask for the Yacht Cruises e-brochure

EXTREME TOURS & SPORTS
The Golden Butler’s insiders propose the following inspected and crafted private tours.
Our designers will be more than happy to propose a tailor-made tour according your personal preferences.
Combination with the rest experiences s presented, is more than a must!
DIVING
Even if its for a single or multiple diving package, this experience is unique!
Cave dive
Wreck dive
Volcano dive
Reef dive
Night dive
Wall dive
All day tour and several dives
Rates: Start from 90 euros / per person.
All tours are private and escorted from a dive master and professional divers
as they must be present according the type of the tour.

HIKING TRAILS
The rumors say that Santorini hosts almost 100 hiking trails!
Especially the one that start from Fira and ends up to Oia, gives us the opportunity
to create for you private gastronomy and culture tales during this amazing on foot tour.
Rates: Upon request.
All hiking tours are upon request and must be booked as earlier as it can be.
All tours a re-escorted from professionals.
Basket fingerfood / Wine tasting / Interaction with fests / Guided tour can be implemented to some of the hiking trails.

VOLCANO PRIVATE TOUR
A combination of experiences
This amazing tailored tour needs the yacht of your preference and lot of energy.
We will walk on Nea Kammeni Volcano island, while we will take a bath in the warm water surrounding it.
The high sulfur content gives it therapeutic quality!
Rates: Upon request.
See the Volcano Tale

ART SHOWS & PRIVATE AUCTIONS
For the genuine art lovers….
Private guided tours in selected galleries.
Presentation and narration from artist’s exhibits
or gallery’s manager (upon request).

Private tours in concept stores
Guided tours in sculptor’s studios.
Orders in marble sculptures in custom-made design.

Private shows and exclusive exhibitions
in villas
Paintings/ Sculptures/ Jewelry
Fashion private shows.

Private auction and villas decoration

Ask for our e-brochure

SHOPPING
Shopping is important and Santorini hosts global brands, as also famous Greek brands of all types.
The jewelery exhibitions every year and the limited edition of handmade scarves
and artisanal batik silk pillows, are only some samples of the Greek designers,
many of them internationally recognized.
Private trunk shows and in mansion’s shows are two of our favorite events,
as our beloved guests appreciate privacy.

BATIK TECHNIQUE
Customized products especially in Batik silk
like pillows and scarves
can be ordered and send in gift package.
All of the designs are to their finest detail
hand pencil drawn on paper before color
is added to bring them to life.
The final drawings are digitally printed
on 100% pure twill silk
and each item has a hand-rolled hemming finish.
All of the best detail hand pencil drawings
on the silk and molten candle used
to secure the contour,
before color is added by hand.

TALE I

SANTORINI LUXURY TALES SUMMER SEASON 2020

The Vintage Tale
The Vintage Tour it’s a short trip from the past
to the present. It encloses all these basic heritage
assets that define Santorini’s character
since antiquity until today.
It’s a private guided tour based on The Golden Butler’s
crafted map, starting early in the morning.
Through the famous village of Imerovigli with the Orthodox
and Catholic monasteries on one hand
and the nowadays configuration of the cobblestone paths
of the inner settlement with the luxury brands and little
modern shops on the other, you will have the opportunity
to get the first taste of this amazing Island.
The vintage tour keeps on. proceeding to the neighbor
traditional settlements and the cultural monuments
and buildings they hide: castles and towers, well preserved
mansions open for guests and of course little corners
for photographs and maybe some local bites.
This tour definitely includes –what else?– a winery visit
and wine tasting in two at least wineries or vineyards.
Always there is the option of ending up this amazing vintage
Santorini tour, with an organized dinning
in a winery’s private veranda, with excellent menu
and of course local wine etiquettes.
Hints for The Vintage Tour
• All tours are tailored made according your preferences.
• We can propose half day and all day tour.
• We have three vintage itineraries proposed but we
always love to design a tailored vintage tour for you
and your friends (ask for our Vintage Tours e-brochures).
• All tours combine transportation vehicle
and on foot tour.
• All tours are private guided tours and escorted from more than
one professional / per specialty according the places
that we choose to visit and the activities that we choose to do.

TALE II
1. The Grapes Tale
Different types of wine tours consist this vineyards’ tale.
Wine tasting and a throw back in grape’s
production history can both be combined in a single
Tailored Tale for you.
For The Golden Butler’s insiders,
the proper “portion” of the “scenes” include
the winery –museum into the labyrinth and the wine–
gallery with exhibits of local artists.
If you had enough with the etiquettes
in the tasting part to each winery,
you can definitely end up your day
to our partners’ winery in Thira,
for an excellent dinning above the Caldera.
Otherwise we have a couple of other wineries to visit!
2. The Art & Grapes Tale
An irresistible tale for passionate art and wine lovers,
You must trust The Golden Butler insiders
to design a tale exclusively for you
that will combine both arts and wine.
Well known for their action in the art field galleries,
hosted in traditional canavas (caves)
and artists’ studios
where they bring to life their inspirations.
On the top of that, quiet wineries, vineyards
with discrete lighting & astonishing view,
excellent etiquettes and tasteful proposals,
nights with jazz or classic music
under the starry sky.

TALE III

TALE IV

The Tomb Raider Tale

The Volcano Tale

Its not odd that the synonymous movie took place
in Santorini for that exact reason!
Yes, you guessed correctly! This tale starts from the Akrotiri archaeological site.
The prehistoric settlement (almost 2.000 AD)
and the Venetian Castle (13th century after) on the top
of the synonymous village, both in a single place, give this tale a strong push!
Thira prehistoric settlement follows as its as important as Akrotiri excavation.
The icing on the cake, a secret ancient cemetery carved on the rocks,
dedicated to “snake” will be your next stop.
In case you want more, please, be our guests!
In a cape close to this secret place, you can visit
the underwater harbor of the ancient Elefsina of Santorini
with our dive masters!

It’s time for yachting and it’s the best way to meet Caldera in person!
From Vlychada little port in the South part of Santorini
up to Ammoudi Bay in Oia top North end of Santorini,
the yacht of your preference will be your home for a half or a full day tale.
In Nea Kammeni you will make a stop: to walk on the volcano.
It’s safe, tested and trust us, we would not suggest anything
that would put your life in danger.
To the contrary, after this walking tour of one hour and a half,
you will see that all of the visitors, swim in the sea water that surrounds it.
It is considered to be healing and therapeutically
for the skin and for the joints,
as it contains minerals, iron, sulfates and manganese.
The islands surrounding the volcano are included to this Tale,
while you can enjoy local delicacies on board:
Basket with finger-food or a full menu
with Santorini’s recipes and mezedes,
as also wine etiquettes & beverages.
To feel like a mermaid we can arrange
with our captain a pick nick on the beach!

• All our Tales are escorted during the entire way
from a licensed guide – your safety goes first.
• Upon request our archaeologists give private tours
in each archaeological site – our professionalism goes first.
• Dive masters must have been informed
much earlier as it can be – your safety goes first.
• Basket full of local delicacies that our Chef curates,
will escort you during the entire tale, with beverages,
Santorini’s wine, waters and blankets (if you reach sunset time)
• Always remember to ask for a Tailored Tale
in case the above one does not anticipate your expectations.

• Ask for our Yacht Tales e-brochures

TALE V
The Stylish Tale
Santorini encloses style & taste to all
of her manifestations and is our job to give it to you!
The day can start either with a brunch
in a new modern place above caldera
or with a beauty package and body therapies retreat
from an excellent brand.
The tale includes visits to all Thira’s little modern shops
that host luxury brands and new concepts.
You will be guided to Mesarias’ traditional settlement
and to old mansions that exist since the 13th century.
Of course you will have wine tasting and light bites
from local products organized from our amazing team.
Pyrgos traditional settlement is our next stop.
The Venetian Castle with the fortress
gives an essence of renaissance.
Santorin’s Biennale which is organized every year
and hosts Artists and performers from all over
the world, is the smooth transition to the modern era.
As a closure, we have arranged a gourmet dinner
specially for you to the most famous
and excellent restaurant of Santorini.
Optional
• Private guided tour to the wine museum
that exists into the underground labyrinth
and has mobile models.
• Private tour to ouzo distillery as also tsipouro tasting.

• The same type of tour can be combined
with the north part of Santorini,
visiting & dinning in Oia’s
excellent vineyards and restaurants

TALE VI
The Boho Tale
A boho but chic way to meet Santorini
is to give you a tour on bikes!
Once again of course we have a couple of tales
to suggest but we will stay to the popular ones.
After equipping you the proper bike and gloves,
then you will start the excursion:
Megalochori Settlement apart for its traditional
canavas and the music fests
of La Ponda Symposion, has two amazing beaches
with warm water and healing power,
as they come from the Volcano.
A pit stop to Perissa,
the famous Black Beach, follows.
The tale includes pit stops at the most
adorable settlements on Santorini,
like Emporeion and Vlychada coastal village.
There we can definitely visit Tomato’s Museum
or combine the ride tale with a three hours
motor tale to the beaches of southern part.
Local delicacies are always included in our Tales.
The Boho Tale ends up with a traditional
symposium in Vlychada:
fava, tomatoes & plenty of other local bites
will refill your energy.

Please don’t forget that Custom Tales
are The Golden Butler’s specialty.
So in case of a custom tale with bike is needed,
it’s our pleasure to have it as a mission!
Boho Tale has a “tough” tale ride to propose
for the tough ones!

Helipad
Butler services
Chef

THE LEGEND
Historical listed mansion
Jacuzzi
Private veranda

FEATURED VILLAS IN SANTORINI ISLAND

GISELE B.

TERRA PETRA
Reconstruction of
historical listed mansion
Pool
Jacuzzi

THE LOVE STORY
5 Bedrooms
1 Villa
3 Guests

PROJECT DESIGN VILLAS
I, II & III
Rehabilitated
old winery

MADAM BUTTERFLY
I & II
Restored historical canaves
in traditional settlements

BEACH BARS
RESTAURANTS
RESERVATIONS
Party & table reservations
Private parties & events’ planning

Santorini Luxury Season 2020 Hosts: Svati / Theo / Charra
Experienced tourism marketers, locals and passionate personalities.
Their 12-month residence is Santorini has made them more than insiders
All year round, trying, tasting & checking with the rest of The Golden Butler team,
those guys will be considered from you as your personal butlers.
With attention to detail and with the charisma to forecast the needs of our guests,
they will give the best of themselves so you can have an excellent time of vacations!

Because Luxury is Bespoke,
Artisanal & Personalized!

thegoldenbutler.com
contact@thegoldenbutler.com
thegoldenbutlerconcierge@gmail.com
+30 6972 976 185 - 6983 616645
thegoldenbutler
The Golden Butler

Your personal butler

